MONTHLY GIVING UNLOCKS OUR IMPACT

$150 PER MONTH: SPONSORS A PROJECT LEADER

Pongo employs a Project Leader at each poetry site. Each has significant volunteering experience, manages a cohort of Pongo writing mentors, and supports program delivery. $150 per month will cover the cost of a Project Leader at our newest poetry site.

$100 PER MONTH: SPONSORS A TRAINING

Pongo trains educators, counselors, and mental health professionals on our uniquely successful trauma-informed teaching approach. $100 per month will pay for Pongo to deliver a custom training to a local agency on our methodology.

$75 PER MONTH: PAYS FOR POETRY MENTORSHIP MATERIALS

Whether its paper to offer youth printed copies of their work, or snacks for our youth writers, Pongo uses an array of materials during poetry mentorship. $75 per month will pay for all materials required for one year of poetry mentorship programming.

$25 PER MONTH: PAYS FOR PONGO’S TECH NEEDS

Pongo requires technology to support our poetry programming. $25 per month will pay for tablet computers, headphones, and other tech equipment for poetry mentorship programming.

$10 PER MONTH: SPONSORS A YOUTH POETRY CELEBRATION

The end of year celebration is a memorable occasion where Pongo youth authors take center stage, sharing their heartfelt poetry with peers, counselors, and teachers. $10 a month will pay for one youth poetry celebration at a Pongo program site.